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This book is dedicated to my mom and dad, who are no longer here to see it reach 

completion. Their creativeness in finding value in junkyards, collecting useful 

ephemera, and frugality learned during a lifetime of running a small business have 

directly impacted who I am today. Thanks Mom and Dad—this one’s for you. 
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add to your own studio.
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Artist Statement
Time is a fluid medium to be manipulated the same as paint. My art explores the 
continuum of time. I gather images by looking closely at them in an historical 
aspect. I look for surfaces that reflect the passage of time. Creating the equivalents 
in paint and pixels is a process of exploration as I allow the spontaneous layers of 
painting to dictate the direction of each piece. By layering images, I integrate mean-
ings that invoke a response by the viewer. By looking at the past and responding 
intuitively, I explore the future by applying knowledge of the present. I use deep 
rich color to express my excitement over the process of creativity. I reinterpret 
everyday objects from the past and present to create new meaning. Some of these 
objects are from flea markets or the remains of my own earlier work.

Through life, I gather memories and communicate my emotional response through 
the use of textural surfaces, real and implied. My art is a continuum. It is a non-
identical reflection of who I am. Each day adds to and changes my past. My art is 
who I am. Without it I would cease to exist. It is a passionate and compelling reason 
to live. It is the excitement of not knowing what new image will appear that takes 
me to the studio. Each day is a gift. I paint for myself and hope someone else gets 
my message. It is like sending a message to the universe hoping someone will see.
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Preface
The Value of Atoms or Print is Dead—Long Live Print

Alexis Gerard

I first came across Bonny’s work in the fall of 1999 on the floor of the late lamented 
Seybold show—in those days the place to be in order to see the very latest in print-
ing technology. Whereas a bevy of other exhibits, mostly from printer manufac-
turers, strove mightily to demonstrate that digital printers could at last match the 
quality of photographic printing (in fact they could not—yet), Bonny and her Digi-
tal Atelier colleagues Dorothy Simpson Krause and Karin Schminke were showing 
something completely different: stunning prints of images that appeared to extend 
both forward and backward from the two dimensional plane, achieved through a 
pioneering combination of digital printing and lenticular technology. They were, 
without a doubt, the highlight of the show from my standpoint.

Eleven years later, the significance of that exhibit stands out in (pardon the 
pun) even greater relief. The ability for digital printers to match traditional 
photographic output is now beyond question. The broader picture, however, is that 
the ability of print to simply display a two-dimensional image is, for the most part, 
rapidly becoming irrelevant. 

Ever since the invention of paper, its purpose has been simply to display 
markings—text or images—better than any other physical support. Today, it is 
being supplanted in that basic role by billions of web-enabled displays. Their 
viewing quality can, for all mainstream uses, match paper. They’re also capable 
of displaying moving images, and they are infinitely “reusable” with new content. 
It started, of course, with personal computers, but the real driving factor is the 
advent of smart phones. Just a few days ago Apple and Google announced they are 
each activating over 200,000 new devices per day. And the trend toward electronic 
viewing will further accelerate now that Apple has dreamed up and successfully 
implemented the right concept for a tablet, whose larger screen makes it much 
more suitable for image viewing—with competitors sure to follow. 

Much as film, once the uncontested medium for recording images, is now 
largely relegated to one-time-use cameras, with digital cameras becoming the 
mainstream instrument for capturing photographs, physical printing—or hard 
copy, as it’s called in the technology industry—is being displaced as the mainstream 
method of displaying images by electronic displays which show virtual—not 
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physical—images. Physical displays where the image is not separable from its 
support are in effect becoming what could be called one-time-use displays. And that 
is where a stunning transformation, one that can indeed be called a Digital Alchemy, 
occurs: Far from becoming obsolete as a result of these trends, physical printing is 
taking on a whole new dimension of value that is based, precisely, on its physical, 
tangible, non-virtual nature. 

To understand how and why, we need to step back and examine a key distinction 
the digital age has introduced in our lives: That between atoms and bits. MIT 
Media Lab head Nicholas Negroponte, who popularized the notion in his best-
selling Being Digital book, cites an anecdote where, when visiting the headquarters 
of a large electronics corporation, he is asked by the receptionist to declare the 
specifics of the laptop he’s carrying with him—model, serial number, and value. 
“‘Roughly, between one and two million dollars,’ I said. ‘Oh, that cannot be, sir,’ 
she replied. ‘What do you mean? Let me see it.’ I showed her my old PowerBook 
and she estimated its value at $2,000. She wrote down that amount and I was 
allowed to enter the premises. The point is that while the atoms were not worth 
that much, the bits were almost priceless.”

Just as the value of information—a virtual entity—can be completely divorced from 
the value of the hardware that carries it, an object such as a print can acquire, 
by virtue of its physical medium, a value that goes far beyond that of the image 
it displays. The property that is rising to the fore is object-ness, which can confer 
tremendous value if cultivated with technique and artistic sensibility. Bonny’s 
work and her teachings are once again at the leading edge of that transformation.

Eleven years after the Seybold show I mentioned in my opening sentence, Bonny’s 
lenticular prints, which have evolved as new software techniques and hardware 
materials have become available, are still state of the art: they can’t be matched 
by any electronic display commercially available today. And she has pushed into 
fascinating and powerful techniques that enable printing on metal, wood, linen, 
marble, plexiglas, and other materials, thereby creating beautiful hard-copy 
objects where the substrate and the process are equal partners with the image 
in creating value. These techniques are the universe whose door is opened by 
this book.
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Foreword
Alchemy for Everyone© 2010

Dr. Carol Pulin

Bonny Lhotka’s transfer prints are absolutely magnificent. That’s a direct visual 
observation. Her subjects drawn from the natural world, from garden views to 
the close-up of a particular plant or the configuration of a flower, turn into richly 
detailed artworks of sophisticated beauty enhanced by their clear, modern presen-
tation. Glittery postmodern architectural structures become gorgeous odes to the 
interplay of light. The relationship between the picture and its expression seems 
perfect every time. Bonny uses her response to the scene, her attention to memo-
ries that affect its emotional meaning, to determine the composition. Her excite-
ment in developing contemporary ways to communicate that impression shows. 
The intellectual meaning reveals links to past and present, the progression of time, 
and a particular, defined location. Her combinations of traditional and experi-
mental techniques, of illusion (the printed image) and reality (the art object), 
balance perfectly. 

I’m a print curator. Why am I so passionate about these artworks based largely on 
photographic imagery? It isn’t just that the images have been manipulated in ways 
that change the expression from capturing and reproducing a specific delimited 
segment of the real world into an expression of the artist’s view of it as reflected in 
the continuum of her own life and work. For me, it’s inextricably bound up with 
symbolic and conceptual theories about the way our minds process content, trans-
ferring spontaneous impressions onto the background of previous experiences, 
creating the intricately layered prints that are our memories. Similarly, Bonny’s 
reworking of her photographic files reveals her printmaker’s aesthetic—the mark-
making, the quality of line, the shading and modeling, the graphic expression of 
values. Add the complexity of layers of translucent and opaque color to control the 
compositional emphasis, and you’ll begin to see the reasons why I’m immediately 
drawn to these works, and why I come back to them again and again. But the most 
significant reason is how the transfer—for me, the essential quality of all printmak-
ing—visibly alters the imagery, style, form, and meaning, the synthesis that creates 
a successful work of art. Bonny’s creation of new transfer techniques allows the 
distinctive characteristics of printmaking to enrich both drawn and photographic 
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imagery, both traditional and digital, with a wonderfully expanded range of mate-
rials, and the results really do expand the idea of print.

Computer languages evolved quickly from binary code to a graphical interface, 
and output from magnetic tape and punch cards to pen plotters capturing dia-
grams. Dot matrix, laser, and inkjet printers soon followed with color in dye and 
pigment inks. Jagged, pointillist blocks of color resolved into smaller and smaller 
pixels until the ink droplets became too fine to see. Yet artists, curators, and con-
noisseurs who saw the potential for computers in printmaking still complained 
about the sameness of the slick surface on the only useable papers. We missed the 
toothy textures of hand-made sheets and the swirling fibers of Oriental papers. 
We missed the ink standing up from the incised lines of an intaglio plate, floating 
over the surface from a litho, flooded through a screen, pressed deeply below the 
surface by a relief block. We missed the grain of the wood itself pressing its texture 
into the sheet; the contrast between areas flattened to silky smooth and the velvet 
of ink absorbed into the pricked fibers from a drypoint or mezzotint. Relatively 
recently, inkjet printers improved to accept somewhat thicker and rougher paper 
and other types of sheets. Now, Bonny shows you processes to transfer ink to a full 
range of papers using release films and gels, and what’s more, she has also devel-
oped techniques and environmentally-safe chemistry to let printmakers transfer 
imagery to porous and nonporous materials of almost any shape.

No wonder artists want to know, “How did she do that?” It’s alchemy, the construc-
tion of all complex entities from the simplest parts. Yes, the ancient alchemists 
sought to identify the most basic elements (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water) and explain 
their transformation into all the materials of the world. Later alchemists who tried 
to turn lead into gold kept their work secret, knowing that gold would still glitter but 
not be as valuable if easy to come by. Printmakers, on the other hand, are among the 
most sharing people in the world—right up there with gardeners, who readily share 
seeds that will magically transform into a whole world of plants. Bonny not only 
answers those people who ask about her techniques and materials, she actively seeks 
to disseminate information. She knows that no two printmakers will interpret an 
image in the same way, so that each person using these methods will create notably 
different works of art. And that’s the fun part, seeing what different artists do with 
these media, how their personalities and styles alter their viewpoint and how they 
use transfer techniques to infuse those interpretations into their prints. 

Some of you come to this book looking for a way to create on paper (or cloth, wood, 
metal, plastic, etc.) a print that actually has the characteristics you already see 
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in your mind’s eye. Other artists want the techniques to spark their imagination 
and inspire them to see their pictures in new ways. In either case, remember that 
the greatest joys in printmaking come from letting the printmaking process itself 
inform the work. Each method brings with it a different set of qualities, a reso-
nance with the materials that changes the appearance of marks and lines, colors, 
textures, even the reflectivity of light. Each affects the additive layers differently, 
requires compromises that strengthen the composition or expand the options. 
Each offers ways to turn a straight “realistic” photograph into your own personal 
commentary, or change a drawing from a depiction of shapes into an exploration 
of the qualities of marks. The more you think of the transfer as an essential aspect 
of the creation of the artwork, the more you think like a printmaker, the more 
you’ll transform the captured image into your own individual, freely translated 
expression of personal and universal values. 

So now it’s up to you as artists. To learn the craft so that you can count on these 
techniques in your toolbox, and in fact be ready to experiment with them to invent 
new methods that allow your images to appear as you imagine them. You need 
to consider which type of transfer will modify your initial photograph to focus 
attention on the reflective surface that first caught your eye, or echo the shimmer 
by incorporating mirror or metal. Altering a grainy texture by manipulating the 
resolution can play just right against a surface that is actually smoother or rougher, 
waxy or pitted. Or maybe it’s a question of echoing the deep rich color of a backlit 
leaf by transferring ink to a transparent substrate, then adding softly translucent 
or darkly opaque layers. And then there’s the whole realm of atmospheric effects 
on the dry, chalky surface of fresco. The combinations of printed ink and actual 
textures are endless, allowing the subject and object to interact in the real world. 

I’m eager to see the variety of expression, the pairing of message and imagery, the 
synergy of ideas and materials, that each individual artist will develop using these 
exciting printmaking techniques.

About Dr. Carol Pulin

Dr. Pulin is director of the American Print Alliance, a consortium of non-profit 
printmakers’ councils in the United States and Canada. She is also editor of 
Contemporary Impressions, the journal of the American Print Alliance. Dr. Pulin has 
previously published articles and written about Bonny Lhotka and the other artists 
in the Digital Atelier, Dorothy Simpson Krause and Karin Schminke; see the index 
for Contemporary Impressions at www.PrintAlliance.org.

www.PrintAlliance.org
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4

INTRODUCTION
TO GEL AND
SUPERSAUCE

U ntil recently, artists could use Polaroid transfers to create a 
unique form of art. A Polaroid transfer is created by developing 
the image, peeling off the backing, and then applying the image 

to a paper substrate—transferring the photo emulsion to the paper. The 
artist was then free to alter the image as desired. Unfortunately, with 
the demise of Polaroid film this technique is largely unavailable to most 
artists, so I set out to develop alternatives. The result gave me processes 
that keep the emulsion liquid for long enough to manipulate it, much 
like what was possible with the Polaroid film.

For these alternative processes, you’ll use mediums containing alcohol to 
dissolve and encapsulate the inks as they move from the transfer film to 
the substrate. 

One of the transfer mediums is alcohol gel, and is used as-is out of the 
alcohol gel container. It’s ideal for use on porous waterleaf paper. With 
the other transfer medium, SuperSauce, you add the alcohol to it and 
you can then apply it to most any surface you choose.  
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Alcohol Gel
Alcohol gel is most commonly known as hand sanitizer. I was grounded once on an 
airplane in Chicago during a thunderstorm and was so bored I started reading the 
labels on the things in my purse. The ingredient list on the bottle of Purell Instant 
Hand Sanitizer gave me an idea that, since it contains alcohol, it might be a good 
solvent for inkjet inks. On arriving home, I gave it a try, and just as I surmised it 
worked wonderfully as a transfer medium. In Chapter 5, I’ll show you this alcohol 

gel process. Since it’s so easy, everyone who works 
with it likes this process, and it’s a great foundation 
process to start down the road of alternative printing 
techniques.

One of this gel’s properties is that if you put it on your 
hands, it almost immediately disappears, but if you 
squirt it on a nonporous surface at room temperature, 
it will remain there for quite some time. Therefore, 
make sure you always wear protective gloves when you 
work with it. In addition, you’ll want to use a roller, 
old credit card, or soft scraper to spread it on your 
substrate—that’ll further help keep it from evaporat-
ing too quickly (Figure 4.1).

CAUTION: Alcohol gel contains, well, alcohol. Make 
sure you have sufficient ventilation, and don’t dry these 
prints in direct sunlight or under heat.

The transfer works best on waterleaf paper, like the 
easy-to-find Arches 88. If you dip this paper into 
water, it immediately absorbs the moisture and tears 
very easily. That’s what allows the alcohol gel to soak 
into the paper quickly and evenly. You can also use 
Arches hot press paper, but it takes longer to absorb 
the alcohol gel. You can pre-soak several pieces and 
store them in a plastic bag. As long as the bag is sealed 
and kept in a cool area, the paper can last for weeks 
(Figure 4.2). 

HINT: Stick with brand-
name Purell, as I've found that 
generic brands may or may not 
work. It's not worth the risk 
of failed transfers and ruined 
substrates.

FIGURE 4.1 Alcohol gel remains liquid on a nonporous 
surface.

FIGURE 4.2 Choose a paper that quickly and evenly absorbs 
the alcohol gel.
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Many other printmaking papers are also waterleaf, and will work as long as they 
are smooth to allow good contact with the film. The new eco-friendly bamboo 
papers from Legion Paper work very well with this process. Bamboo is a highly 
renewable resource, and is the fastest growing plant on earth—up to 3 to 4 feet per 
day. I’m starting to use this paper in my own work with great success.

SuperSauce
I originally developed DASS SuperSauce as an inexpensive way to do proof-
ing while using flatbed printers at print shops. But it’s turned out to be a great 
medium in many ways including creating an image that resembles a Polaroid 
emulsion transfer. You can use SuperSauce to transfer an image to nearly any flat 
surface that you can imagine (compared to the alcohol gel that needs an absorbent 
surface). SuperSauce Concentrate is some times used as a primer, and then acti-
vated with the SuperSauce Solution (usually on nonporous surfaces). Other times 
you just apply the solution directly (usually on porous surfaces). I’ve since dis-
covered that SuperSauce allows you to collage images directly onto canvas, paper, 
metal, or even walls! It works great up to about 3' x 4' by yourself, but for anything 
larger you’ll probably want an assistant. 

Instructions for applying the SuperSauce are different for each type of substrate 
and are covered in Chapters 6–8. We’ll use SuperSauce as a transfer medium on 
a variety of surfaces including metal, plastic, wood, paper, and fabric. Included 
on the next page is the procedure for making a solution from the concentrate. 
As always, be sure to read through the entire procedure before you begin. And 
remember to work in a well-ventilated area away from heat and any ignition 
source. These steps are also included on the enclosed DVD. 

CAUTION: Never pour left-
over SuperSauce Solution down 
the drain. If it picks up any 
water, it will form a thick glob 
and clog the plumbing. Instead, 
while working outside, pour the 
solution on newspaper, let it 
evaporate, and then place the 
dry newspaper in with your 
solid trash. Leave the solution’s 
jar open until dry, and then put 
it in the trash, along with the 
brush. Do not attempt to wash 
and save the jar or the brush.

HEALING LAYER

After you've made a SuperSauce transfer to a nonporous surface and have 
let it dry completely, you may notice some surface imperfections. You can 
carefully apply another layer of SuperSauce Solution to the image using a 
sponge brush, which will heal and fix most minor problems. Note, however, 
that this is different from using the solution as a postcoat (see Chapter 22).
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To make SuperSauce Solution from 
SuperSauce Concentrate:

Make sure to wear eye protection and appropriate 
gloves as well as a respirator if you’re sensitive to 
alcohol.

1. Pour a 16-ounce bottle of 91 percent (70 or 99 
 percent will not work) isopropyl alcohol into a 
dry, wide-mouth 1-quart glass canning jar.

2. Shake the SuperSauce Concentrate, and then add 
4 level tablespoons to the alcohol. Do not put the 
concentrate in the jar first—you must add it to the 
alcohol (Figure 4.3).

3. As you pour the concentrate in, you’ll notice that 
it gets lumpy and falls to the bottom of the jar. 
Stir the solution right away, and then tightly cap 
the jar.

4. Cover the jar with a disposable cloth (in case it 
leaks) and gently shake the solution every 30 
minutes for the first four hours. If you can’t do 
this, it will dissolve overnight on its own. When 
fully dissolved, the solution will appear as a thin, 
slightly translucent syrup (Figure 4.4).

5. Place the supplied SuperSauce Solution label on 
the jar. Keep the solution stored in the jar with 
the lid tightly closed to keep the alcohol from 
evaporating. If you place a piece of plastic wrap or 
sandwich bag between the lid and the jar, it will 
be easier to open. If it thickens over time, you can 
add additional alcohol and re-mix the solution.

HINT: In this section’s process chapters, we’ll apply the 
solution with a sponge brush. I recommend storing the 
brush in a second jar, along with enough 91 percent iso-
propyl alcohol to cover the brush. If you attempt to wash 
it in water, it’ll turn gummy and ruin the brush. Make 
sure you label the storage jar, too!

FIGURE 4.3 Add the concentrate to the alcohol—not the 
reverse!

FIGURE 4.4 A jar of SuperSauce Solution ready for use.

CAUTION: Isopropyl alcohol and SuperSauce Solution are flam-
mable. Follow all safety instructions on the alcohol and SuperSauce 
Concentrate labels, and only store the products or work with them 
in a well-ventilated area away from heat or ignition sources. Label 
all your jars and keep well away from children and pets.

HINT: Never add water to the solution—otherwise the solution 
will turn gummy, and you’ll ruin the batch.
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Conclusion
As I’m writing this chapter in late 2010, I’m still investigating all the potential uses 
for SuperSauce. Figure 4.5 shows the SuperSauce used over an acrylic painting 
lift-off technique using aluminum as the substrate. This uses a technique that isn’t 
ready to include here, but I thought it might generate some inspiration to do your 
own experimenting!

FIGURE 4.5 Created using an experimental technique with SuperSauce, this 24" x 24" piece 
is titled Wizard.
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canning jars, 42
Carbon, 288
Carnation Bowl, 107
Carousel, 57
Carousel at Night, 61
carrier sheets, 18–20, 203, 238, 239–241
cast paper, 6
CDs, 10, 11
cellophane, 56, 60, 140
Chromatic Wave, 283
circuit board material, 220, 221
Civic Center, 292
cleaning/preparing surfaces, 29
clear gelatin transfers, 173–181
clear media, 26, 32, 275
Closet Art, 111
coating applicators, 40–41
coating bars, 40, 41, 90, 198, 216, 240
coating rod, 40, 41, 198, 199
coatings. See also postcoats; precoats

adherence to, 19
application of, 40–41
bubbles in. See air bubbles
carrier sheets, 18–20
Digital Grounds, 22, 264
inkjet, 21, 22–23, 235, 262
tools for, 198–200
work surface for, 38

coffee granules, 136
collage materials, 67, 203–204
collaged substrates, 67, 202, 203–204
color calibration, 26
color management, 25, 206
computers, 35, 36
containers, 29, 42
continuum of time, 5
copper cloth, 276
copper leaf substrates, 219–229
Cowboy, 72
Cream Pitcher, 138
creativity, 7
Creek, 269
Crystal Ice, 267, 268
custom substrates, 33–35, 231–245.  

See also panels; substrates

anaglyph images, 283, 284
animated images, 283
Anniversary, 134
artist papers, 21
assemblages, printing on, 279
At the Gardens, 109
athletic field marker, 28
Autumn Collection, 68

B
Baby Doll, 250
Baby Skin, 248
backlighting, 267, 268
backups, 10–11
baltic birch boxes/panels, 17, 75, 124–125
bamboo paper, 49
Basket Weave, 217
beeswax, 262–263
Bench, 99
blenders, 38
bloom, 116
Blue Ice, 228
Blue Moon, 252
Blue Tuesday, 105
Bone, 281
brayers, 29, 55–60, 79, 202, 226
Brothers, 223
brushes

foam, 41, 225
sponge, 49, 50, 78, 86, 198
stiff bristle, 41, 234
for SuperSauce Concentrate, 65
wire, 29, 126, 140

bubbles. See air bubbles
Bus Fair, 61

C
calcium carbonate, 28
calibration, color, 26
calipers, 35
Canal, 253

Index

3D imaging, 282–284
3D motion effect, 283
24K Gold, 296

A
acrylic gels, 264–265
acrylic medium, 177, 178, 264, 265
acrylic paint, 17, 22, 28, 29, 51
acrylic paint skins, printing on, 238–242
acrylic paint transfer, 17, 145–153
acrylic sheets, 266–267
Acrylite Exotic Edge acrylics, 64
Adams, Ansel, 6
additives, 27–29
Adobe Lightroom, 31, 35
Adobe Photoshop. See Photoshop
aerosol sprays, 263–264
air bubbles

avoiding, 40, 56, 92, 122, 123, 131
causes of, 41, 56, 123
popping with pin, 67, 71, 79, 87
popping with Rocket Blaster, 42, 

122, 149, 158, 170
pressing out, 66, 79, 91

alcohol, isopropyl, 50, 148
alcohol gel, 27, 47, 48–49, 54
alcohol gel transfer process, 53–61

distressed transfers, 58–60
gallery of work, 101–111
introduction to, 47–51
room temperature and, 48, 54
safety precautions, 43, 48
spreading gel on substrates, 48, 

55, 59, 60
alignment board, 38–40
aluminum foil, 224–228
aluminum panels, 126–127
Amber, 184
Amber Wheat, 269, 271
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drop cloths, 38
electric fondue pot, 42, 156
foam blocks, 42, 71
measuring cups, 29, 42
microwave oven, 29, 42, 118, 120, 

121
nap pads, 198
paint pads, 40, 216, 221, 234, 235
paint rollers, 86–87, 91, 97
printers. See printers
razor knife, 29
refrigerator, 42
Rocket Blaster, 42, 122, 123, 132, 

136
safety of. See safety precautions
sanders, 43, 165, 179, 214
software. See Photoshop
spectrophotometer, 26
sponge rollers, 70, 95, 232
spoons/spatulas, 42
spreading bars, 216, 221, 226
strainers, 29, 42
thermometer, 65
timer, kitchen, 43
work surface, 38, 122, 149, 214
work table, 38

eye protection, 29, 43, 50, 119, 137, 164
eye shields, 43

F
fabric

antiqued copper cloth, 276
linen, 94–98
Pellon interfacing, 203, 225, 227
SuperSauce transfer to, 83, 94–98
tarlatan, 96, 232–237

The Falls, 267, 268
fiberglass laminate, 220–222
Field, 282
Field Relic, 254
file formats, 10–11
files. See images

disks, 11
distilled water, 116, 117, 119, 139
distressed alcohol gel transfer, 58–60
distressed metal transfers, 165–170
drop cloths, 38
Dump Truck, 106
Durabrite inks, 32
dust mask, 43, 131, 137
DVD, included with book, 7, 8, 15, 19, 

49, 54
DVD-R discs, 11
dye inks, 32

E
Earth, 295
Eclipse, 267, 268
Econolite panels

general information, 16, 17
preparing for gelatin transfers, 

126–127
transferring images to, 164–171

edges, 86, 90
encaustic wax, 262–263
English units, 20
engravers, laser, 280–281
epoxy resin, 135, 159, 265
Epson printers, 25, 32, 34, 204, 208
equipment, 31–43. See also safety 

equipment
alignment board, 38–40
basics, 42–43
blender, 38
brayers, 29, 55–60, 79, 202, 226
brushes. See brushes
calipers, 35
cleaning supplies, 29
coating applicators, 40–41
coating bars, 40, 41, 90, 198, 216, 

240
coating rods, 40, 41, 198, 199
computer, 35, 36
contact with food, 31, 38, 43
containers, 29, 42

D
DASS Coating Bar, 40, 41
DASS SuperSauce. See SuperSauce entries
DASS Ultra-Thin Carrier Sheets, 19
DASS Universal Precoat, 22, 204
degreasers, 29
Diamond, 289
Dibond panels, 16, 17, 267
Digital Atelier, iv, viii, xiii, 130
digital files, 10
digital frescos

gelatin glaze layered fresco, 
135–138

Medex panels for, 16–17
white marble fresco, 129–143

Digital Grounds coatings, 22, 264
digitalalchemybook.com, vi, 8, 15, 19, 

28, 31, 130, 146, 174, 197, 209, 216, 
220, 279

digitalartstudioseminars.com, 22, 24, 
89

direct printing. See also printing images
on assemblages, 279
on clear media, 32, 275
coating tools, 198–200
gallery of work, 245–257
introduction to, 197–209
media thickness and, 34–35
onto aluminum foil, 224–228
onto custom substrates, 33–35, 

231–245
onto metal, 211–217
onto metal leaf, 216, 219–229
onto paint skin, 238–242
onto sheet metal, 211–217
onto tarlatan canvas, 232–237
Photoshop settings, 205–206
on slick surfaces, 216
special tools, 198–202
templates, 204–208

Dirt Doll, 187
dishwasher, 224
dishwasher detergent, 29
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I
Illusion series, 169
image permanence, 8–10
images. See also specific image names

3D, 282–284
anaglyph, 283, 284
animated, 283
backlighting, 267, 268
backups, 10–11
converting formats, 10–11
digitally combining with 

substrates, 36–37
durability of, 8–10
framing, 267–271
HDR, 84
high-contrast, 64
installing, 267–271
IRIS, 8, 9
lenticular, 282
photographs, 7, 8, 32, 170, 266
presentation, 75, 174, 261, 267–271
printing. See printing images
protecting, 10, 262–267
sepia, 58, 155
soft edges, 86
transparent, 63
transporting, 269

imaging. See also printing images
3D, 282–284
defined, 16
direct. See direct printing
future of, 273–285
UV, 279, 290

imaging software, 31, 35. See also 
Photoshop

inch/millimeter equivalents, 20
infrared thermometer, 42
ink cartridges, 32, 33
inkjet coatings, 21, 22–23, 235, 262
inkjet images, protecting, 262
inkjet printers

aqueous, 21, 262, 279
ink cartridges for, 32, 33
lenticular images on, 282

gelatin transfers
gallery of work, 183–193
gelatin acrylic paint, 17, 145–153
gelatin glaze layered fresco, 

135–138
gelatin to plastic sheet, 173–181
introduction to, 115–127
to metal, 163–171
preparing panels for, 124–127
white fresco distressed print, 

139–142
Gerard, Alexis, viii–x
gesso, 17, 29, 232, 233
glicée, 8
gloss (polymer medium), 167, 174, 179, 

264, 265
gloss sealer, 265
gloss varnish, 264
glossy surfaces, 16, 156
gloves, protective, 43, 54, 64, 221
gold leaf adhesive, 216, 220–223
Golden Artist Colors, 264
Golden Self-Leveling Clear Gel, 135, 265
gradient channels, 277
graphite mixes, 28
Green Street, 6

H
hard drives, 10, 11
Hard MSA, 266
hardware, discontinued, 11
hardwood powder, 28
HDR (high resolution dynamic) images, 

84
head strikes, 35, 200, 201
healing layer, 49
hearing protection, 43
high resolution dynamic (HDR) images, 

84
Hill Top, 255
Hive, 23
HP printers, 26, 32, 34–35, 275
hydraulic press, 6

film
aligning on substrate, 38–40
spreading SuperSauce Solution on, 

86–87, 90
transfer, 21, 24–27, 33, 65

filter mask, 43, 131, 137
fine art printing, 276
Flipsigns, 282
foam blocks, 42, 71
foam brushes, 41, 225
fondue pot, 42, 156
food contact precautions, 16, 31, 38, 

43, 156
food-grade gelatin, 116
formats, file, 10–11
framing, 267–271
frescos. See digital frescos
Fruit Basket, 190

G
gallery of work

alcohol gel transfers, 101–111
direct printing, 245–257
gelatin transfers, 183–193
new technology, 287–299
SuperSauce transfers, 101–111

Gamblin Cold Wax Medium, 263
Garden Gate, 81
Garden Gold, 297
Garden Kale, 108
Garden Light, 93
At the Gardens, 109
gel, acrylic, 264–265
gel, alcohol. See alcohol gel
gelatin

additives, 121
basics, 116–118
bloom, 116
commercial grade, 27, 116
food-grade, 116
pouring onto a surface, 122–123
preparing, 119–121
safety precautions, 119, 121
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Meridian, 269, 270
metal leaf, printing onto, 216, 219–229
metal panels, 69
metal scraps, 18, 165
metal substrates

copper leaf substrates, 219–229
distressed, 165–170
gelatin transfers to, 163–171
gold leaf technique, 216, 220–223
obtaining, 165
patina, 165
printing onto, 211–217
sheet metal, 211–217
SuperSauce transfer to, 63, 69–72

metric units, 20
Microlens, 282
microwave oven, 29, 42, 118, 120, 121
millimeter/inch equivalents, 20
mineral spirits, 266
Moon Light, 102
Mystic, 267, 268

N
nap pads, 198
Night Light, 278, 279

O
oil of cloves, 118
Old Phone, 237
online resources. See 

digitalalchemybook.com
Organic Replication, 169, 291
ossein gelatins, 116

P
paint. See acrylic paint
paint pads, 40, 216, 221, 234, 235
paint rollers, 86–87, 91, 97
paint skins, printing onto, 238–242
paintable precoats, 22–23

lenses, 3D, 282, 283
lenticular images, 282
lhotka.com, 169, 280, 299
light box, 267, 268
lighting, 267, 268
Lightroom, 31, 35
linen, 94–98
liquid laminates, 266
Liquitex Gesso, 29, 94, 124, 126, 232

M
Mac computers, 35
marble dust/powder, 28, 121, 131, 143
marble fresco transfer, 129–143
masks, filter, 43, 131, 137
masks, Photoshop, 36, 277
mat board, 204–207, 208
materials, 15–29. See also specific materials

additives, 27–29
artist supplies, 29
basic supplies, 29
cleaning supplies, 29
coatings. See coatings
collage, 67, 203–204
contact with food, 16, 43, 156
disposal of, 43
overview, 15
product information list. See 

digitalalchemybook.com
safety issues. See safety precautions
substrates. See panels; substrates

Mayer rod, 40, 41, 198
measuring cups, 29, 42
Medex panels

for acrylic paint transfers, 147–151
for digital frescos, 16–17
for gelatin transfers, 125–126

media
bad, 11
clear, 26, 32, 275
durability/longevity of, 8
thickness of, 34–35

mediums, 15, 27–29, 47. See also specific 
mediums

inkjet technology, 8
inks

black, 33
brand-name, 32
considerations, 32, 33, 140
Durabrite, 32
dye, 32
longevity of, 10, 279
pigment, 32
protective pigment, 266
quality, 10
replacement, 32
on transfer film, 24
UV-cured, 279
water soluble, 262
white, 276, 277, 284

iridescent powders, 28–29
IRIS prints, 8, 9
isopropyl alcohol, 50, 148
Ivy, 171

J
James, 9
Jaz disks, 11
Johnson’s Paste Wax, 263

K
kitchen timer, 43
knife, razor, 29

L
labs, printing, 6
laminates, 220–222, 266
laminator, 202
Land Quilt, 185
Land Road, 186
laser engravers, 280–281
laser pointer, 42
laundry detergent, 29
lead, 28
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paintable, 22–23
rabbit skin glue, 22, 23, 234, 235, 

236
spreading on substrates, 40–41, 

200
tips for, 22, 204
UV acrylic sheets, 266–267

presentation, 75, 174, 261, 267–271
Preserve Your Memories II, 263–264, 

266
print labs, 6
printer profiles, 25–26, 34, 35, 206
printers, 32–35

all-in-one, 31, 32
back-loading, 33
carrier sheet tips, 19
considerations, 6
desktop, 32–33
digital, 6, 7
Epson, 25, 33, 34, 204, 208
flatbed, 6, 11, 274–279
head strikes, 35, 200, 201
HP, 26, 32, 34–35, 275
ink for. See inks
inkjet. See inkjet printers
media thickness and, 34–35
nozzle check, 204
pizza wheels, 24, 26, 33–35, 225, 

236
platen gaps, 34–35, 201, 205
researching, 33
resolution, 26, 84, 205, 275, 279
rips, 276
UV, 6, 11, 274–279
wide format, 34–35, 208, 225

printing images, 6, 276. See also direct 
printing; imaging

product information. See 
digitalalchemybook.com

profiles, printer, 25–26, 34, 35, 206
protective pigment inks, 266
public art collections, 10
Pulin, Carol, xi–xiii
Purell alcohol gel, 48
Pyrex dishes, 42
Pyrite, 193

pigment inks, 32
pizza wheels, 24, 26, 33–35, 225, 236
plaque mounting, 266
plastic scraps/sheets, 18
plastic substrates

gelatin transfer to plastic sheet, 
173–181

preparing for gelatin transfers, 127
SuperSauce transfer to, 63, 64–68

plastic wrap, 56, 60, 140
platen gaps, 34–35, 201, 205
Plexiglas, 10, 18
PMA (Photo Marketing Association), 273
Polaroid film/transfers, 47, 54
polycarbonate sheets, 19
polyethylene, 19
polymer medium (gloss), 167, 174, 179, 

264, 265
polypropylene, 19, 224
polypropylene strainer, 42
Poppy Field, 191
postcoats, 262–267. See also coatings

acrylic gels, 264–265
aerosol sprays, 263–264
considerations, 10, 261, 262
rabbit skin glue and, 215
SuperSauce Solution used as, 71, 

98, 266
tiles, 159
wax, 262–263

Pot Pile, 104
Potted Plant, 192
powders

graphite mixes, 28
hardwood, 28
iridescent, 28–29
marble, 28, 121, 131, 143

precoats. See also coatings
applying to substrates, 40–41, 200
bubbles in. See air bubbles
DASS Universal Precoat, 22, 204
described, 21
Digital Grounds, 22
inkjet, 21, 235
laminates, 266

painter’s tape, 29
panels. See also substrates

aluminum, 126–127
Dibond, 16, 17
Econolite. See Econolite panels
healing layer, 49
Medex. See Medex panels
metal, 69
plastic, 18
precut, 16
preparing for gelatin transfer, 

124–127
sanding, 165
wood, 16–17
work surface for, 38, 122, 149, 214

paper
artist, 21
bamboo, 49
cast, 6
rice, 140
stone, 89–93, 109, 110
SuperSauce transfer to, 83, 84–93
watercolor, 25, 84, 105, 107, 205
waterleaf, 48, 49, 54
Yupo, 224, 225, 257

paper curl, 33
particle board, 16
patina, 165
Patty Wagon, 256
peachpit.com site, 25, 31
Pellon interfacing, 203, 225, 227
phantograms, 283, 284
Photo Marketing Association (PMA), 273
photographs, 7, 8, 32, 170, 266. See also 

images
Photoshop

combining images/substrates, 
36–37

considerations, 35, 36–37
gradient channels, 277
masks, 36, 277
print settings, 205–206
resources, 25, 31
rips and, 276

PICT format, 10–11
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sponge brushes, 49, 50, 78, 86, 198
sponge roller, 70, 95, 232
spoons, 42
spreading bar, 216, 221, 226
Spring, 290
stainless steel strainers, 42
star wheels, 33
Stabilo pencils, 58, 59, 140
stone

marble, 28, 121, 129–143, 131
travertine, 18, 155–161

stone paper, 89–93, 109, 110
stone tiles, 18, 155–161
StoneAge emulsion transfer process, 

89–93
storage devices, 11
strainers, 29, 42
studios, 11
substrates, 16–20. See also panels

aligning film with, 38–40
carrier sheets, 18–20
cleaning/preparing, 29
coatings for. See coatings
collaged, 67, 202, 203–204
colored based layer, 137
copper leaf, 219–229
custom, 33–35, 231–245
described, 16
Dibond, 16, 17, 267
digitally combining images with, 

36–37
Econolite panels. See Econolite 

panels
healing layer, 49
Medex panels. See Medex panels
metal. See metal substrates
plastic. See plastic substrates
printing onto. See printing images
rigid, 16–18
scrap metal sheets, 18
slick, shiny, 216
smashing, 202
special caution, 204
spreading acrylic gel on, 264–265

disposal of products, 43
epoxy resin, 265
equipment, 31, 43
fiberglass, 220
food contact, 16, 31, 38, 43, 156
gelatin panels, 119, 121
importance of, 43
iridescent powders, 29
isopropyl alcohol, 50
metal leaf substrates, 220
mineral spirits, 266
SuperSauce Solution, 49, 50, 65, 

77, 85
thermometers, 65
ventilation, 43, 48, 49, 50, 121, 164
warning labels, 43, 265

salt, 164, 165, 166
sanders, 43, 165, 179, 214
sanding panels, 124–127, 165
sawdust, 28, 77
School, 242
Scotch Brite pads, 29
scrap metal, 18, 165
sealers. See postcoats
sepia images, 58, 155
Serpentine, 271
Service Man, 249
SGC (Southern Graphics Council), 273
SGIA (Specialty Graphic Imaging 

Association), 273
sheet metal, direct printing onto, 

211–217
Sitting Duck, 298
slot ruler, 200–201
Smithsonian Institution, iv, 10, 22, 23
software

Adobe Lightroom, 31, 35
Photoshop. See Photoshop
resources, 25, 31, 36

Southern Graphics Council (SGC), 273
spatulas, 42
Specialty Graphic Imaging Association 

(SGIA), 273
spectrophotometer, 26

Q
quartz additives, 28

R
Rabbit Cave, 103
rabbit skin glue precoat, 22, 23, 234, 

235, 236
Rainbow, 110
razor knife, 29
Red Caboose, 88
Red Window, 180
Reflection Pool, 152
reflective surfaces, 16
refrigerator, 42
resin, 135, 159, 265
resolution, 26, 84, 205, 275, 279
resources. See digitalalchemybook.com
respirator, 29, 50, 164
Rhoplex N580 acrylic emulsion, 224, 

225
rice paper, 140
rigid substrates, 16–18
rips, 276
Rocket Blaster, 42, 122, 123, 132, 136

S
safety equipment

eye protection, 29, 43, 50, 119, 137, 
164

filter mask, 43, 131, 137
hearing protection, 43
overview, 43
protective gloves, 43, 54, 64, 221
respirator, 29, 50, 164
safety glasses, 43
safety mask, 43

safety precautions
additives, 27, 29
alcohol gel, 43, 48
children/pets and, 43, 50, 119, 167
considerations, 16, 43
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UV acrylic sheets, 266–267
UV light, 262, 263
UV protectants, 262, 263, 264, 266
UV-cured inks, 279
UV-protective coating, 10
UV-protective Plexiglas, 10

V
varnishes, 263–264, 266, 276
ventilation, 43, 48, 49, 50, 121, 164
video tutorials, 7
vinegar, 164, 165, 166

W
warning labels, 43, 265
Wash Dress I, 141
Wash Dress II, 142
Water, 285
watercolor crayons/pencils, 58, 140
watercolor paper, 25, 84, 105, 107, 205
waterleaf paper, 48, 49, 54
wax, 262–263
websites

digitalalchemybook.com, vi, 8, 
15, 19, 28, 31, 130, 146, 174, 197, 
209, 216, 220, 279

digitalartstudioseminars.com, 22, 
24, 89

lhotka.com, 169, 280, 299
peachpit.com, 25, 31
product information list. See 

digitalalchemybook.com
White Fish, 299
white fresco distressed print transfer, 

139–142
White Light, 293
white marble fresco transfer process, 

129–143
Wind, 294
Winter Aspen, 188

transfer process
alcohol gel. See alcohol gel transfer 

process
color matching and, 25
distressed gelatin transfer, 165–170
gelatin acrylic paint transfer, 17, 

145–153
gelatin glaze layered fresco 

transfer, 135–138
gelatin to plastic sheet, 173–181
gelatin transfer to metal, 163–171
Polaroid transfer, 47
StoneAge emulsion transfer to 

paper, 89–93
SuperSauce transfer to fabric, 83, 

94–98
SuperSauce transfer to metal, 63, 

69–72
SuperSauce transfer to paper, 83, 

84–93
SuperSauce transfer to plastic, 63, 

64–68
SuperSauce transfer to wood, 75–81
with transfer film, 21
travertine tile transfer, 18, 155–161
white fresco distressed print, 

139–142
white marble fresco transfer, 

129–143
transparent images, 63
transporting images, 269
travertine tile transfer process, 18, 

155–161
trisodium phosphate, 29
Tulip, 257
tutorials, video, 7

U
Underground, 189
underpainting, 145, 147–153
Universal Precoat, 22
USB hard drives, 11

spreading alcohol gel on, 48, 55, 
59, 60

spreading gesso on, 233
spreading precoats on, 40–41, 200
stone tile, 18, 155–161
thickness of, 34–35, 197, 200, 241
wood. See wood substrates
work surface for, 38, 122, 149, 214

SuperSauce Concentrate, 27, 49, 50, 65
SuperSauce Solution

making from SuperSauce 
Concentrate, 50

overview, 49
safety precautions, 49, 50, 65, 77, 

85
spreading on film, 86–87, 90
used as postcoat, 71, 98, 266

SuperSauce transfer process
considerations, 16
Dibond panels and, 16
to fabric, 83, 94–98
gallery of work, 101–111
to metal, 63, 69–72
to paper, 83, 84–93
to plastic, 63, 64–68
StoneAge emulsion transfer 

process, 89–93
to wood, 75–81

surfaces. See panels; substrates
SyQuest disks, 11

T
tables, work, 38
tarlatan canvas, 96, 232–237
templates, 204–208
thermometer, 65
tiles, travertine, 18, 155–161
time continuum, 5
timers, 43
Toys, 251
transfer film, 21, 24–27, 33, 65
transfer mediums, 27–29
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wire brush, 29, 126, 140
A Wish, 246, 247
Wizard, 51
wood

baltic birch boxes/panels, 17, 75, 
124–125

sawdust, 28, 77
wood substrates

considerations, 16–17
preparing for gelatin transfers, 

124–125
SuperSauce transfer to, 75–81

work surface, hard, smooth, 38, 122, 149

Y
Yupo paper, 224, 225, 257

Z
zinc-plated rods, 198
Zip disks, 11
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